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What is needed for something new to appear According to Gilles Deleuze one of the most brilliant contemporary 
philosophers this question of novelty is the major problem posed by Bergson s work In this companion book to 
Bergson s Matter and Memory Deleuze demonstrates both the development and the range of three fundamental 
Bergsonian concepts duration memory and the eacute lan vital Bergsonism is also important to an understanding of 
Deleuze s own work inf 
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gilles deleuze 1925 1995 deleuze is a key figure in postmodern french philosophy considering himself an empiricist 
and a vitalist his body of work which rests  summary le jour et la nuit la terre tourne aussi sur elle mme en un jour ou 
24 heures a cause de ce mouvement il y a en 24 heures un jour et une nuit  pdf download differential ontology 
approaches the nature of identity by explicitly formulating a concept of difference as foundational and constitutive 
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